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Concepts, Weeks 9-10 
Galaxies: Hubble’s obs. of cepheids 
     showed M31, M33 were outside  
     Milky Way 
3 main types of galaxies 
     Spirals 
     Ellipticals 
     Irregulars 
Hubble classification system 
Distance scale and ladder 
Properties of galaxies 
     Masses from rotation curves, 
     motions, X-ray emission 
Mass/light ratio as indicator 
     of stellar population 
Evidence for dark matter 
Distribution of galaxies in space 
     groups 
     clusters 
Hubble’s counts showed uniformity 
     on large scales 
Peculiar and interacting galaxies, 
     galaxy collisions 
Expansion of the universe 
     Slipher, Hubble observations 
     Hubble law 
     expansion and redshift 
     we are not at center of expansion 
Hubble constant and age of universe 
     about 13 billion years 
Large scale structure 
     Local supercluster 
     Filamentary structure 
     Great Wall 
Hubble Deep Field 
     telescopes as time machines 
     observe formation, evolution 
     of galaxies 
Active Galaxies and Quasars 
     Seyfert galaxies 
     Radio galaxies 
     bright, starlike nuclei 
     rapid motions of gas 
     radio, X-ray emission not from 
     stars 
Quasars 
     starlike obj. of large redshift 
     Schmidt discovery for 3C273 
     Variability indicates small size 
     Can emit more radiation than entire 

     galaxy 
     powered by supermassive  
     black holes at 
     centers of galaxies 
Quasars more numerous at redshift 2 
     may be seeing epoch of formation 
Quasars can be gravitationally lensed 
Cosmology – study of universe 
     cosmological principle 
Expansion of universe 
     slowed by gravity from matter 
     mass density determines fate of 
     expansion, not enough mass detected 
     to stop the expansion 
Age of universe likely 10-15 billion yrs 
Concept of horizon, limit on how far we 
     can see 
Olber’s paradox – why is sky dark at night? 
     because universe had a beginning 
     and stars don’t live long enough 
Cosmic background radiation 
     remnant of Big Bang 
     universe now has temp. of 2.7 deg 
     COBE discovered slight fluctuations, 
     possible origin of structure 
Early universe –Big Bang 
     universe began in hot dense state 
     primeval explosion 
     nuclear processing in first few min 
      leaves hydrogen, helium as most 
     abundant elements 
     after 380,000 yrs, H, He recombine 
     universe becomes transparent 
     matter, radiation evolve separately 
Inflation – rapid expansion in very 
     early universe 
     helps explain uniformity of universe 
     density near critical value 
Formation of structure 
     small-scale fluctuations seed 
     formation of large scale structure, 
     galaxies 
Accelerating Universe and Dark Energy 
     distant supernovae observed to be too  
     faint 
     Latest data on cosmic background  
     indicate universe is flat 
     Evidence for some form of dark energy 
     Note results from WMAP and Hubble 
     Space Telescope 
     Summary table on properties of universe 
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